
[NTERNATIONAL COORPERATION AGREEMENT

UFSC« Academic, scientific and technical cooperation
agreement by and between the Federal
University of São Carlos (Brazil) and National
Center for Scientifíc Research(Francel

N'. .0

The Federal University of São Carlos, based on São Carlos campus, at Rodou/a Washington Luís,
km 235, in São Carlos, in the skate of São Paulo, Brazil, in this act represented by its Rector,
Prof. Wanda Aparecida Machado Hoffmann, Ph.D., and the National Center for Scientífic
Research, a public scientific and technological establishment with registered office located at 3
rue Michel-Ange, 75794 Paras Cedex 16, France, SIREN n. 180089013, APE/NAF 7219Z,
represented by its President, Mr. Antoine PETIT, having given signatory power for this
agreement to Mrs. Aurélie PHILIPPE, Regional Delegate of the Delegation Cófe d'.Azar;

WHEREAS they have a broad common interest in research activities, especially in the área of
and/or regarding topics on light scattering by com atoms, hereinafter referred to as the
"Research Área/ropics", and, therefore, wish to jointly develop cooperative research activities
in said área and/or regarding said topics;

WHEREAS the Federal University of São Carlos and the Natíonal Center for Scientific Research
acknowledge that such collaboration may result in their continuous strengthening and
advancement;

ENTER INTO THIS AGREEMENT, which shall be governed bythe following terms and conditíons

SECTION 1 - PURPOSE

The Federal University of São Cardos and the National Center for Scientific Research agree to
promote academic, scientific and technical cooperation between them, especially on the basis
of their expertise in the Research Área/Topics, which is materialized in the research project
further described in Annexes A and B hereto.

Such collaboration may comprise the following activities

a)

b)

c)

d)
e)

n
g)

Exchange of faculty and researchers.
Joint development of research projects, such as the project "Com atoms, photons, and
quantum correlations"(see Annexes A and B).
Co-organization of academic, scientific and cultural events, e.g., conferences, symposia,
seminars and colloquia.
Assignment and exchange of scientific and technical information and publications.
Student exchange
Exchange of technical and administrative staff.
Other academic, scientific and cultural programs, projects and activities that the Parties
may mutually wish to develop, in accord with their respective institutional purposes

SECTION 2 - 1 MPLEMENTATION

The development of any activity listed in the previous clause, which will be implemented under
this Agreement, shall respect the rules in force at both Partíes, will be subject to formal



programs or projects that have been prior approved by their respective authorities or
authorized bodies, must be displayed following the format provided in Annex A hereto and will
depend upon the availability of appropriate funds.

SECTION 3-FUNDING

Both Parties shall strive to procure funding from internal and/or external sources, in order to
propitiate the development of academic, scientific and technical activities under this
Agreement. The Parties are not compelled to tive any guarantee regarding the availability of
funds

SECTION 4 - REQUIREMENTS

Faculty, researchers, students and technical and administrative staff taking part in actívities
under this Agreement shall comply with the immigration requirements of the country where
the host institution is situated and must purchase insurance of international medical and
hospital services, personal accident, civil liability, and medical and mortal remains repatriation,
covering their respective whole stay abroad.

The Parties must also take out and maintain the insurance policies necessary to cover any loss
and damage to property and persons which may occur in connection with the performance of
this Agreement. In the framework of this Section, it is being understood that the rule in
accordance with which "the State is its own insurer" applies to both the Federal University of
São Carlos and the National Center for Scientific Research. Accordingly, each Party guarantees

any loss or damage for which ít may be declared legally liable against its respective budgets.

SECTION 5 - ACADEMIC FEES

Students participating in mobilities under this Agreement shall pay the academic fees, where
existing, to their home institution and will be waived from the payment of equivalent costs at
the host institution.

SECTION 6 - INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Each Party shall own all Intellectual Property (IP) rights which are generated by its faculty,
researchers, students and agents within the development of projects and activities hereunder.
Considering that this Agreement is important to the progress of science and the production of

knowledge and technology, both Parties agree to provide each other with non-exclusive, cost
free, mutual licenses to make use of such IP for the sole purpose of internam non-commercial
academic activíties.

In the event that both Parties are responsible for the joint generation of IP, such IP shall be
jointly owned in accordance with the inventive contribution made by each Party and in
compliance with the national legislation of their respective countries, the valid internatíonal
conventions on the subject and, where the case, also with the policies for IP defined by the
institutions/agencies which are responsible for funding the research staff.

All joint generation of IP shall be subject to a co-ownership and exploitation agreement
established between the co-owners Parties before any industrial and/or commercial direct or
indirect use and in particular to: organize management of co-ownership; if applicable, fix the
conditions of maintenance, extension and defense of results protected by industrial property
titles; and define the legal and financíal conditions for the industrial exploitation and/or
commercial direct and/or indirect use of the corresponding results.



SECTION 7 - PUBLICATION OF RESULTS

Both Parties shall jointly publish results arising from the cooperation set forth herein, in
accordance with the usual academic practice and their respective policies. In the event of
publication by one Party, the other Party shall be asked to give thirty (30)-day prior written
consent. If such consent is not given within the stípulated period, the publication wíll be
considered to have been authorized.

Both Parties shall be free to use any scientific and technical information created or transferred
in the course ofthe collaborative academic activities described in Section l hereof for their own

research and development purposes. However, any use by either Party of the other Party's
background information for research and development purposes shall be the subject of a
separate specific agreement.

SECTION 8 CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION

This Agreement and all documents and information provided by one Party to the other party
under or in connection herewith or any subsequent contractual duties shall be treated as
confidential ("the Confidential Information"), pursuant the policíes of each Party and the
national legislation of both countríes. The Confidential Information shall not be used except for
the purposes for which it was made available, and the Confidential Information shall not be
disclosed to any other person without the prior written consent of the disclosing party.

Neíther Party will be in breach of any obligation to keep any Confidential Information
confidential or not to disclose it to any other par-W to the extent that it:

i i

l l l

lv.

V

is known to the party making the disclosure before its receipt and not subject to
any obligation of confidentiality to another party; or
is or becomes publicly known without any breach ofthis Agreement or any other
undertaking to keep it confidential; or
has been obtained by the party making the disclosure from a third party in
circumstances where the party making the disclosure has no reason to believe
that there has been a breach of an obligation of confidentiality; or
has been independently developed by the party making the disclosure; or
is disclosed pursuant to the requirement of any law or regulation or the order of
any Court of competent jurisdiction, and the party required to make that
disclosure has informed the other party whose information it is, within a
reasonable time after being required to make the disclosure, of the requirement
to make the disclosure and the information required to be disclosed; or

is approved for release in writing by an authorized representative of the party
whose information it is.

VI

SECrlON 9 - EFFECTiVE TERM

This Agreement is valid as from the date of the last signature by both Parties and will remam in
force for ave (5) years.

SECTION 10 AMENDMENTS

Any chances to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including the extension of the
duration hereof, shall only become effective by means of a written amendment or addendum
signed by both Parties.
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SECTIONll-COORDINATION

As coordinators for this Agreement the following are appointed: on behalf of the Federal
University of São Carlos, Dr. Romaín Pierre Marcel Bachelard, professor of the Department of
Physics; and on behalf of the National Center for Scíentific Research, Dr. Mathilde Fouché,
Researcher on the field of Com Atoms.

SECTION 12 - TERMINATION

This Agreement may be terminated at any time by either Party by giving at least three (3)
months' advance written well-founded termination notice to the other Party, along with return
receipt. Eventually ongoing activities by the time ofthe termination will be duly concluded.

SECTION 13 - SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES

In the event of any dispute which may arise between the Partíes relating to the interpretation
and/or performance of this Agreement, they shall attempt to reach an amicable solution to
such dispute.

All disputes between the Parties relating to the existence, validity, interpretation, performance
and termination of this Agreement or of any one of íts Sections, whích the Parties are unable to
resolve amicably within a time limit of six (6) months, shall be brought before the competent
ju risdiction .

Both Parties sign this agreement in four identical copies, two in Portuguese and two in English.
Each of the originais being of equal validity, but ín case of dispute and/or inconstancies and/or
differences in interpretation, the English version shall prevail.

São Carlos, São Paulo (Brazil), 13btS 23li2C).2õ Paras (France),

M rs. Aurélie PHILIPPE

Rector Regional Delegate ofthe Delegation Cite
d'Azur

National Center for Scientific Research
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ANNEX A - Display format of the specific academic, scientific and/or technícal activity to be
jointly implemented

Joint research project "Com atoms, photons, and

quantum correlations", selecled by São Paulo

Research Foundation (FAPESP) in September, 2019

on the framework of Generic Cala for Proposals

2019 Program, under the call for proposals FAPESP

ANR l,4gence /Vat/ona/e de /a /?echerche), resultlng

from the agreement for cooperation in research
between FAPESP and ANR executed on December

22, 2011, to receive funding from both funding
agenctes

Activity nature/title

São Paulo Research Foundation (FAPESP) and ANR

(Agence Nationcile de la Recherche'l, \ri connect\on

with Generic Call for Proposals 2019 Program,

resulting from the agreement for cooperation in
research between FAPESP and ANR executed on
December 22, 2011

Funding sources

Direct responsible -- Federal University Prof. Romain Pierre Marcel Bachelard, Ph.D
ofSão Cardos

Direct responsible - Natíonal Center

for Scientific Research
Dr. Mathilde Fouché

Name: Prof. Wanda Aparecida Machado Hoffmann,
Ph.D

Signature for and on behalf of the
Federal University ofSão Cardos l Title: Rector

j?ate: 5'P.ü a.3 . âOàO
Name: Mrs. Au

Signature for and on behalf of National l Title: Regional
Center for Scientific Research d'Azar

Date:S:C\

=
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ANNEX B - Research project to be jointly developed

See enclosed project.
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AAPG2019

QuaCor
Com atoms, photons, and quantum

correlations

Proposal summary
Devíces for quantum information computation and communication requere the combined use of different
quantum systems: photons can transmit informations over large distances, com trapped atoms can be
manípulated to enable quantum information processing, and atomic ensemble are suited for long-lived
quantum memories, as well as non-linear generation of non-classícal correlations. Com atoms are a
promising platform to manipulate light, and ín this project we will focus on two specífic quantum
information tools: sources of correlated photons and memories, exploiting collective, multímode quantum
states of atomic ensembles. We wíll address cooperative scattering in large atomic clouds to enhance these

properties, i.e., we aim at showing how dipole-dipole ínteractions make it possible to tune both the lifetime
and the optical coherences of the emitted light.

We will take advantage of the correlations between photons emitted in the spectrum of saturated atoms to
show how multi-atom clouds can be a controllable source of correlated photons. Detecting correlations ín a

large quantum system can be a challenge, and the French and Brazilian teams wíll adopt different
experimental setups to tackle this goal. The French team will also address the issue of memory in large
dilute cloud. that manifests under the form of subradiant modes. The objective is to harness more
efficiently the potential of these long-lived states, both in terms of coupling and of extractíon of
information. The Brazilian team will ínvestígate experimentally the opposite regime of dense clouds, where
mean-field optics breaks down due to the rise of correlations between the atomic dipoles. Fínally, a
theoretícal objectíve is to determine how to achieve and detect quantum correlations between the atoms of
large dilute clouds, through collective Rabi oscillatíons or synchronization.
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Summary table: persons involved ín the project

Country
University

/Institutíon
Last Name

First
game

Posítion p.m

20

Roleinthe project

Consortium coordinator
Principal ínvestigator INPl"IYNI

Scientific coordinator of Rbl
experiment

Scientific coordinator of Rb2

experiment

Rbl and Rb2 experiments

France CNRS FOUCHE Mathilde CR CNRS

france

France
L

CNRS

CNRS

FAPESP

GUERIN Wíllíam CR CNRS 10

KAISER Robin

De NEGREIROS l Raoní
MOREIRA Savio

DR CNRS 10

France Post-doc

Post-doc

8

24

Rbl experiment

France

Brazil

CNRS

UFSCAR

Rb]. and/or Rb2 experiments

Principal investigador U FSCAR

Scíentific coordinator for theory
Scientifíc coordínatorofSr

experiment

BACH ELARD Romain Assistant Prof 18

Brazil UFSCAR
CELISTRIN O

TEIXEIRA
Raul Assistant Prof 18

IFSC-USP

EFSC-USP

COURTEILLE Associate Prof 8

Brazil Pablo
PhD student

j+sandwich)
Sr experiment (Brazíl) and Rbl

experiment (France)

Sr experiment

DIAS 48

48Brazil IFSC-USP

Brazil UFSCAR

Brazil UFSCAR

MAGNANI Pedra

SANTOS Andre

DARSHESHDAR Elnaz

PhD student Sr experiment

Post-doc

Post-doc

Theory

Theory18

Proposal's context, positioning and objectívejsl
Remarks on the references:

Bom: Referentes for which one or more of the authors are involved in the project
Red: References published in the framework of the French-Brazíiian coííaboratíon

Objectives and research hypothesis
Com atoms coupled to photons are a promising platform for quantum information, computation

and communication: atoms are adequate systems to store and/or correlate photons, while the photons
themselves can be effícient carriers of information over great distances. In this project, we will focus on two
specific tools: sources of correlated photons and memories, exploiting collective, multimode quantum states of
atomic ensembles. The main scientific objectives of this project, detailed in Sections l.b. and l.c., are:

a

Objectíve 1: Explore a new kínd of correlated photon source based on a multa-atom ensemble.
Correlated photon source or heralded photon source, in which one photon indicates the presence of exactly

one other photon, is a prerequisite for many different kinds of quantum optical applications: from quantum processing
to quantum communication. The key parameters are a controlled and deterministic generation, and a high bríghtness.
A large variety of these sources already exists, based on electromagnetically induced transparencyp parametric down-
conversion or four-wave mixing. Quite recently, another kind of process has been used based on the Mollow triplet:
the fluorescence spectrum of a quantum emítter, resonantly excíted and above saturation, consists of three different
components between which strong correlations exist. This topic recently showed a strong resurgence of interest
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especially ín the fleld of quantum dot emittersi'z's.
Our goal is to explore a new kind of source of photons, based on the correlations inside the Mollow triplet,

and using a maná-atam system such as a com atomíc cloud. Taking advantage of the large number of emitters (10' to
10s atoms), this could pave the way to the generation of intense beams of correlated photons. Such quantum
correlations are usually observed on single emitters (atam, ion, quantum dot, etc) and are hidden when the number of
emítters is increased. The main barrier to be lifted will be to find an experimental configuration whích wíll enable
detectíng quantum correlations between the photons scattered by a multi-atam source.

Objective 2: Long-lived quantum memories with atomic ensembles.
Quantum memory ís an essential building block for any kind of quantum information systems. Among the

different key parameters, one can cite storage efficíency, fidelíty, bandwídth, directivity and storage lífetime. Dífferent
kind of protocols exísts, based on quantum dot, single ion, NV center or atomic ensemble. The last example appears
as a níce candidate for novel lona-líved quantum memories' as it can store excitations over hundreds of atomic
lifetime thanks to the subradiance effects's.

our goal is to exploit collective subradiant states of atomic ensembles as novel memories. Optimization of
the storage of classícal and quantum ínformation7 will be investigated. Readout by applying a control field will be
tested wíth a special focus on collectíon efficiency of the output field. Thus, our goal is here to show that subradiance
in atomic clouds can be a harvestable resource. and that it may be used to store quantum correlations

b. Position ofthe project as it relates to the state ofthe art
He existence,of correlations in the photon radiation of an atom has been known for many years, with the

anti-bunching effects wtiích bríngs the important notion of single-photon source. Equally important is the notíon of
correlations between the photons emttted in different spectral components of the atoms.:''n, as the emission of a
photon can be "heralded" by another correlated one. While at flrst studied in the context of atoms, in the last decade
the promisíng platform of quantum dois already took over, demonstrating that heralded photons can be achieved in
these controllable systemsL:

A challenge that remains verá largely open is using many-emitter systems to produce such sources, with the
obvious objectíve of obtaining an intense source as compared to the ones based on single emitters. The coupling of
the emitters is then necessary to prevent for the emíssion of many partícles to incoherently add up. Yet, even the
theoretical treatment of the correlated emission of few bodies is a challenge, be it for atoms': or quantum dotsu. This
ís naturally due to the fast-growíng dimensíon of the Hílbert space of a maná-body problem, for which analytical or
'exact" numerical methods quickly reach the limit of a few scatterers"

In this project, we tackle this many-body problem from the opposite lide. Having in mind the atomic clouds of
10s-10:' particles routinely produced in com atam laboratories, we aim at demonstrating that photon correlations can
be achíeved in these systems. Beyond a pure phase-matchíng conditionis, we also intend to address quantum
correlations between the atoms, and show how these show up in a large disordered system. This represents both an
experimental and a theoretical challenge, which is the reason why most maná-body effects have been addressed in
small systems, usually in IDiõ and 2D:7 for atoms, whereas fibers and metamaterials are naturally ID and 2D systems
The field of Rydberg atoms also brought important challenges and techniques in termo of many-body dynamics in 2D:'

l A. Ulhaq et a/., Nplure Dhotonics õ-23&(2Q121.
: S.L Portalupi et a/,
3 J.C.L Carrego et a/.. Laser & Phat. Req 11. 17QQQ9Q12QIZ).
' G. facchinetti et aJ.. Phvs. Rev, Leu. 117. 2436QIJ2Ql6
s T. Bienaime et al.. Phvs. Rev. Leu. 108 .!Z3602 [2Ql2).

' W. Guerin et al.,
' P.-0. Guimond et a/. . Phvs. Rev. Leu. 1 22. 0936Q1 (2Q19).
; H. J. Kimb]e e/ a]., Í?hv$: Bçy: Leu. 39.691 (]97Z).

9 A. Aspect et a/.,
10 J. Dalibard and S. Reynaud, J: Phvsiaue 44.133Z
i' C. A. Schrama et al., Phvs. Rev. A 4S, 8045 [1992

1: G. S. Agarwal et a/., Phvs. Rev. A 21: 257 [198a
13 C. Roy and S. Hughes,
14 H. J. Carmichae], E?hvs: Bey: Çett. 43- tiO$1]9Z9].
IS P. Grangíer et al., Phvs. Rev. Leu. 57.68Z(19861.
I' M. Schreiber et a/.. Sele çe 349. 842 í2015)
t7S.S. Kondov eta/.

I' H. Labuhn et al., Nplurg 534. 667 f2016

83
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and 3D:s, in particular to describe superatoms and their interactions. Important efforts are also devoted to atoms
coupled through dipole-dipole interactions, yet in the subwavelength regimes where near-field terms bring important
corrections to the energy leveis in atomic clocks:''::, for example. Yet the case of large dílute systems coupled through
the dipole-dipole interactíon is essentially unexplored.

Regarding the memory effect that can be achieved using subradiance, the first experimental observation for
dilute clouds has been achieved in the INPHYNI group in 2016', in the linear optics regime. Only classical correlations
are expected between the atoms ín this regime, where only the single-excitation subspace ís explored::. And despite
the existence of superradiance is known to imply that of a wealth of subradíant modesz;, theoretical and experimental
studíes have focused on the former rather than the latter. A notable recent development, though, ís the theoretical
investigation of "extraordinary subradiance":''zs, where the long lifetimes of subwavelength períodic systems are
shown to scale very favourably with the partícle number.

Once more, our approach is that of large disordered systems, wíth the aim of ídentífying how strongly driven
atomic samples can preserve memory of the imprinted excitation, but also questíoning the presence (and
preservation) of quantum correlations. The Nice group has a strong experience in the study of coherent effects in large
disordered systems2s, and the São Carlos group is joining them in this effort. While their previous studies addressed
mostly classícal effects, this project will cast both groups fully in the quantum realm. Theír work over the past couple
of years already took that path, with the first observation of single-atom Mollow tríplet with com atoms:' and the
study of intensity correlations in com atoms and stars:'. The true challenge is now to tackle many-body physics in these
large dísordered systems, and this is precisely the goal of this project.

C Methodology and risk management

Methodoloav

The methodology is clearly exploratory but largely based on already mastered experimental techníques as
well as well-tested theoretical tools which limits the risk of failure. We will use the experimental platforms that
already exist in Nice, and the development of the experiment in Brazil to reach the dense regime Ifor which the atomic

densíty p is such that p>1/À3, with À, the probe wavelength), and relê on the collaborative efforts to implement in Brazil
the dífferent diagnostic tools already tested ín Nice (to measure intensity correlations or superradiance for example).
We will fínally continue the collaboratíve work between experimenta and theory, theorísts gulding the choíce for the
experimental parameters or configuratians and experimentalísts suggesting new experimental possibilities or
constra ints .

The experimental part of this project is based on three dífferent experiments (Rbl, Rb2, Sr in the following),
wíth their own specífícities, while theory support will accompany each when relevant, ín addition to dedicated
theoretical objectives.

-- Bbl.experlmen! (France): This experiment consista in a com atomíc cloud of 'sRb produced by a magneto-
optical trap (MOT) that can contam up to a few 10s atoms with an optical thickness bo of more than 100. This
experiment has already been running for severas years, and will thus only requires minar upgrades to perform the
different tasks. This experíment wíll focus on the Mollow triplet and photon correlatíons. The main diagnostic tools
needed is an intensity correlation setup, which has been already developed in our group and successfully tested on
this experiment. It allowed in particular observíng the effect of multiple scatteríng on the fluorescence spectrum:s (a
technique known as diffusing-wave spectrascopy) and recently to measure the spectrum when the atoms are excited
above saturatíon (the Mollow tríplet):'

The setup is described in details in Ref. [27]. The scattered spectrum is extracted through the measurement in

i9 N. Takei et al., Nature Comm. 7. 13449 {2016)
20 R. J. Lewis-Swan et a/.. Phvs. Rev. Leu. 121. 070403 (201 8).
z' L. Bromley et a/., Natura Phvsics !4.399 (2018).
zz R. H. Dícke, Ehvsiçal Review 93. 99 (1954).
23 M. Cross and S. Haroche, Phxís: Ren: 930, 301 (1982).
24 D. Plankensteiner et a/., Pbvs.Be)deU, !19, 093601 12017).
25 M. Moreno-Cardoner et a/.. arXiv:1901.10598.
zó G. Labeyrie et al. Phvs. Rev. Leu.. 83.5266 11999).
z' L. Ortiz-Gutiérrez et a/., htlns!//arxiv.org/abs/1901.07816.
28 W. Guerin et a/., l\4or!.Not. Rov. Astros.5oc, 472. 4126 (2017
z' A. Elos et a/., Pllys.Rev. A 97, 013810 {ZOíg).
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the photon counting regime of the electríc (scattered) fíeld correlation glujtl using a beatnote technique with a local
oscillator. The combination of both techniques (single-photon counting and heterodyne techniquel allows us to
measure the spectrum with a good sígnal-to-noise ratio even wíth a weak signal. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 1, as well as a typical Mollow triplet obtained in our experiment. This wíll be the starting poínt of WPI.

jal lb)

Beam A --

PBsZ

15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15

fig. l: (a): Experimental setup to measure the spectrum of the light scattered by the com atomic cloud and driven by
[aser beam A.(b): Typica] spectrum measured on our experiment with Qp61' and bp]. For more detai]s, see Ref.[27]

Rb2 #pçrinçnt (France): Thís experiment is

based on a ;'Rb com atomic cloud, províded by a MOT. 'He

total number of atoms is typícally a few IOs, with a
maximum optical thickness of more than 200. Tais

experiment will focus on super and subradiance effects, a
subject already investigated in Nice over the past few
years''n'3:. The experimental technique relies on a setup

allowing weak slgnal measurements, with a high dynamic

range as well as a good temporal resolutíon.
The setup is described in Ref. [31] and sketched in

Fig. 2. The cloud is excited with a probe beam. After a fase
switch-off the scattered light is collected wíth a hybríd
photomultiplier (HPMI and the signal is recorded with a
multíchannel scaler IMCS). A typícal signal of super and
subradiance ís algo shown in Fig. 2. This setup wíll be the startíng point ofWP2.

HPM

Probelaser

fig. 2: Experimental setup and typical signal of super and
subradiance. See Ref. [31] for more details.

-- Sr experiment (Brazil): This experíment is

currently operating in the dilute regime (p<<1/À.:) wíth Sr atoms,
loading from a blue and red MOT. It currently produces ultracold
clouds of 5.10' atoms at 1.5 pK, with variable geometry due to
the flexibility of configurations of the narrow-lhe MOT.

Transferring this cloud to a confining optical dipole trap(ODT) will
allow us to reach the spatially dense regime for líght scatteríng,
which is the second talk of WP3. Nevertheless, ít already

provided some scientific results, especially on the mirror-assisted
backscattering effect in the linear optics regime3z. The
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3 with a typical signal
recorded on a CCD camera, showing some frínges from which one
setup will be used to study the effect of saturation in the first talk

Virtual mlrTor

Bp 8 ii)
Laser Bs Ato'ns Lertses Mirror

Fig. 3: Experimental setup to observe the m-CBS
effect. See Ref. [32] for more details.

Leis

can extract the finge spacing and the contrast. This
of WP3.

Theo (Brazil): The theory group in Brazil has a strong expertise in light-atam ínteractions and their

30 M. O. Araujo et al,
s' P. Weiss et al.,
s: P.H. Mortya et a/.,
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collective effects. Focusing on ID joptical cavítiesl, 2D and 3D Ifree space) scattering, the group has focused on long-
range effects that rise from the dipole-dípole coupling. Recently. tools to study the líght scattering by a maná-body
cloud, addressing quantum correlations, have been developed::'3', whích will be particularly useful for thís project. An
active collaboratíon has been maintaíned with the experimental groups in Nice and São Carlos for several years.

The project ís divided in 4 scíentific workpackages

The first workpackages (WPI, WP2 and WP3) are distributed over the 3 different experiments: twa
experimenta in Nice (Rbl and Rb2) and one experiment ín Brazil (Sr). Rbl will focus on correlatiQns fnside the Mollow
tríplet (WPI), Rb2 will be ínvolved in the super and subradiance effects (WP2), and finally the experíment in Brazil will
investigate the dense regime (WP3), complementará to the dilute regime in Nice. Theory support needed for these
experíments are algo part of these workpackages and are spread over the different tasks. A fourth workpackage (WP4)
ís specifically dedicated to theory, to prospect for other quantum effects in com atomic gases. Fínallyr a last
workpackage (WP5) focuses on management and knowledge dissemination

. Risk manaaement

In this project, high ambítions goals are balanced by the high success probability of the first steps of the
project. The fírst task of each "experimental" workpackage (Tasks 1.1, 2.2 and 3.1) are based on theoretical
predictions, some of those already published. The experimental techniques have been already well tested on the
existing setups. The last tasks of each scientific workpackages are clearly more risky, and the experimental ones will be

strongly accompanied by theory efforts in this case. Nevertheless, the balance between the different phenomena and
leveis of risk involved makes that most objectives are likely to be completed.

The last workpackage (WP5) focuses on management: regular meetings, especially between the
experimentalist partners and the theoretícal partner, will enable, if necessary, to readapt the project goals at each
step, depending on the resulta obtained in the simulations or on the experimental constraínts. It is important to note
that this collaboration has already been working successfully over the past years, and showed íts capacíty to publish
jointly high-quality results (as shown by the red references).

The tasks and risks associated to each workpackage are detailed ín the next sectión.

33 L. Pucci et a/.. Phvs. Rev. A 95. 053625 (2017)

3' E. Suarez et a/., New J. of Phvs. (20191.
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Descriotion of the tasks

Scientifíc coordinator Mathílde Fouché [INPHYNI. France]

The flrst workpackage will be specifically addressed by one of the two Rb experíments in Nice (Rbl, with 'sRb). The
general goal ís to study the passibilíty to detect quantum correlations between the photons scattered by a multi-
atom source, correlations which are usually observed on single emitters and become hard to detect when the
number of emitters ís increased. The Mollow tríplet ís a well-known effect for which strong correlatíons exist between
the two sidebands and the carrieru. In this workpackage, we want to demonstrate that quantum correlations, both
between atoms and between photons, can algo be detected in a multa-atom source.

Task 1.1: Quantum cooperative effect - Mollow baby
The first quantum effect that we want to address ís a genuine signature of quantum correlations between

atoms, at this time theoretically studied ín the framework of our collaboratíon ín 201733. An even more challenging
goal, explained in details ín the last task of thís workpackage, is to see if such quantum collective behaviour also
leaves signatures in the different frequencies of the Mollow spectrum.

The Mollow triplet corresponds to the three peaks observed in the spectrum of the light scattered by a
saturated 2-levei system, and it was observed for the first time with a com atomic cloud in 2018 on our experimenta'
However, in a multa-emitter ensemble, if one increases the resonant optical thíckness bo, some additional sídebands
appear at frequencíes t2{L from the centra] component, with í2o the Rabi frequency. ]t has been shown in Ref. [33]
that this effect ís identified as proper quantum effects that cannot occur in the absence of genuine quantum
correlations between the atoms. More specíficallW they are generated by two-time two-atom quantum correlations

< Ó,(f) o.(f+ â> (that cannot be factorized as < o/Ir)>< (L(r+ â> ), and witness the correlations
between the ftuctuations of the different atomic dipoles. A typical spectrum is plotted ín Fig. 4. One clearly sees the
three peaks ofthe Mollow triplet, but also two small addítional sídebands, that we label "Mollow babies'

[b)(a)

Fig. 4: (a) Theoretical fluorescence spectrum for a cloud
driven at resonance, with (L=20r' and bp5. We see the
appearance of addítional sidebands, that are a signature of
atam-atam correlations: the Mollow babies. (b) Amplitude
of the Mollow babies as a function of b.] ((2a:20r). (c)
Amplitude of the Mollow babies as a function of ç2o(bo =lO).
See Ref. E33] for more details.

Mollow tríplet

Mollow
babies

0
r

0'a
()

!o Jo 6t
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The goal of this task is to observe experimentally these new sidebands. To this end, we will use the same setup that
we have already implemented to observe the Mollow triplet with our com atomic cloud, detailed in sectian
Methodology - Rbl experiment' and shown in Fig. 1. The key experimental ingrediente are:

-- We//-raso/ved b7o//ow sidebands: Thís implies a compromise between high Rabi frequency and thus high laser

intensity (focused laser) and a homogeneous Rabi frequency for all atoms (plane-wave). This has already been
achíeved on our experiment(see Fig. 1jb)).

-- .4 Rab//requency oÍ :lOFor more: The maximum current value on our experiment is 81', but divided into two
beams switched on alternatively. Applyíng all the power in one beam wíll tive 161' which should be enough according
to the predictions jsee Fig. 4(c)).

-- ,4 /urge aplica/ th/ckness, muco /arear than uníty: As shown on Fig. 4(b), the amplitude of the Mollow babies
scales linearly wíth the optical thickness (see Fig. 4(b». The maximum available optical thickness is of the arder of 100
on our experiment.

-- ,4 sfg/7a/-to-no/se ratio /arder than unity; The spectra are normalízed to one (amplitude af the carrier). With óo
100 and (2o = 161', we expect an amplitude of the order of 10': for the Mollow babies. The noise measured in Fig.
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tjbl is typically a few 10'3 for a typical integration time of a few hours (wíth bo=1). The improvement on the experiment
can be done mostly on the time integration, but algo by improving the duty cycle and the number of collected photons
ja factor of 2 or more is expectedl. Thus, the Mollow babies could be observed within a few hours to a few dais of
integration.

De11yeliablS Scientific resulta (report and/or publ ication)

R/sk; Low. The predictions are already done and published, for on and off resonance excítation. For the experimental
part, we have already demonstrated our capacity to measure the Mollow triplet with well-resolved sídebands. A good
sígnal-to-noíse ratio is needed to observe the Mollow babies but this appears feasible wíth the current setup.

Task 1.2: Correlatíons inside the Mollow triplet ín multa-atom ensemble
The next step is to observe a signature of correlations in the Mollow triplet. This effect has been studied in

the 80s with, for examp]e, the resu]ts of Ref. [11]. ]t remained the skate of the art unti] the re-emergence of this effect
in quantum dots:':';. This kind of correlations is a typical single-emitter effect, that is usually smeared out when the
number of emítters ís increased: the rate of true coincidences (two photons emitted by the same emitter) scales with
the number of emitters /V, while the accídental coíncidences scales as /Vz

We typically have IO'-lOs atoms in our com atomic cloud, se an arbitrary configuration to observe
correlations ís clearly not applicable. Well-chosen configurations need to be implemented, such as the phase-
matchíng one that allowed to observe photon antibunching (algo a single-emitter effect) in a many-atom souFce:s
One theoretical objective wíll be to determine whether this setup or a variant is viable.

Another strategy is to measure the correlations in the forward directíon. This kind of confíguratíon is studied
in Ref. ['s], where the corre]atíons within one sideband or between the sidebands of the Mo]]ow trip]et were
calculated. It has been shown that for some specifíc experimental parameters, in particular for a given angle of
detectíon compared to the incident dríving laser, the various combinations of photon correlations exhibit bunchíng
wíth super-Poissonian or sub-Poíssonian statistics. in addition, it was shown that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is
violated: %<1, with a Cauchy-Schwarz parameter defined as:

çg(o)gR(o) pg(o)gg(o)
gK(o) g=(o)

where L and R stand for the photons scattered in the left and right sidebands, and g(:)(0) corresponds to the photons
jcross-jcorrelation at time t=0. According to these calculations, for a detection anule of 0.017t=1' in the forward
directíon (see Fig. 5), one expects 2C=0.3. Sínce the quantity gtnnl(0) ís dose to 2 , this corresponds to:

aE (0)giG.(0) H l.l

2 2x-

thus far from a pure photon bunching of 2.
The experimental setup that we wíll ímplement is shown in Fig. 5. Two Fabry-Perot (FP) cavíties (requested in

this proposal) with a typical linewidth of 21', used as optical filters to select the photons coming from the blue- or red-
detuned sidebands, are placed symmetrically around the incident laser direction. Each FP resonant frequency will be
adjusted on the frequency of one of the sidebands thanks to a PZT placed on one of the cavity mirror. The resonant
frequency will be stable enough (typically a few 100 kHz per day according to the company Stable Laser System) to
measurethecorrelationsoverafewhours. .. . . .Atomic cloud

The technique used to measure the correlations
between the photons collected in each directíon ís then the
game as the one already developed on our experiment:9,U.
Since the setup ís already single-mode fibered, from the
collectíon of the scattered photons to the APDs, the mode-
matching should be almost perfect and the transmission
through the Fabry-Perot cavities will be dose to the
specifications. Finally, given the signal to noise ratio already
measured on our experiment, we expect to be able to
measure a Cauchy-Schwarz parameter of the order of 0.3, whích is actually quite a large violation from phaton
bunching, withín a few hours of integration time.

ti$. PAPO

FP
fig. 5: Principie of the detection of correlations in the
forward direction between sidebands of the Mollow
triplet.

Laser beam -

ss L. Jin et al., Phvs. Rev. A 84. 043814 (2011)
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Deliyel:ablSI Setup to filter the sidebands of the Mollow triplet, code to address correlations, scientific results (report
and/or publicationl

R/sk; Moderate. This work is based on ca]cu]ations pub]ished ín Ref. [35], which show a clear signature of non-
classical effects in the forward dírection. It is still important to adapt these predíctions to our experimental
parameters. For the experimental part, the detection ís clearly feasible, even if challenging: we need to ímplement
the Fabry-Perot cavities to filter the sidebands of the Mollow triplet and optímíze the experíment to get a good signal-
to-noise ratio within a reasonable íntegratíon time (from a few hours to a few dais). The rest of the setup ís the same
as the current one and thus already validated.

Task 1.3 Correlations between the main and Mollow baby sidebands
The last task will be dedicated to the study of correlations between the sidebands, including the Mollow

babies. As said before, it is well-known that correlations exíst between the sidebands of the single-atom Mollow
triplet. Our goal is to identify correlations between photons that result from the dipole-dipole interaction, i.e.,
signatures of the correlations between the fluctuations of different atomíc dipoles. 'He challenges in this multi-atom
quantum system are here both theoretícal and experimental.

!hearE!!ça!!y; As a natural first step, we intend to study the N=2 case, as it representa a relatively tractable
case to understand the nature of the correlations between the dífferent Mollow sidebands. These correlations can be
expected both between baba sidebands, or between a baby sideband and a main sideband, or even between the two
main sidebands. Indeed, in our theoretical workn, an asymmetry between the main Mollow sidebands, that resulted
from the atam-atam quantum correlations, was observed. This suggests that even the correlations between the main
Mollow sidebands may be altered. This situation is verá interesting as it represents a much higher number of photons
in the experíment, as compared to those involving the baba sidebands. It may also be particularly interesting to
engineer higher-arder photon correlations such as gH(t)''K'3'

This case study will cuide our investigation for larger systems, as we will then determine how these
correlatíons transpose to the maná-atam case. As mentioned earlier, signatures of quantumness such as photon
antibunchíng are then notoriously more difficult to observe. We wíll take advantage of the phase-matching
configuratíon:s díscussed in talk 1.2, or of the four-wave mixing design, to identify correlatíons robust to the cloud
disorder. To tackle with thís problem analytically. the results of the simpler N=2 case can be used to study the many-
atom case by assuming that only correlatíons involving at most two atoms are present. Numerically, the transítion to
larger number of atoms can be studied using "exact' solutions for up to a ten of atoms, for example, with toolboxes
such as Qutipu. To understand how the correlations scale in the large size limít, truncated schemes based on a
hierarchy of correlations, with which the São Cardos nade has experíence, can be used to simulate hundreds of atoms.

Exnerime!!!a!!v; Based on the predictíons from the theoretical work, the Rbl setup will address the
challenging task of detecting correlations between sidebands in the multa-atam case. The most critical part will be the
number of collected photons when the quantum-pair-generated sidebands are probed. We should be able to observe
the photon correlations. between the sidebands of the Mollow triplet within a few hours of integration quite easily
(talk 1.2). But for the Mollow babies, the number of collected photons will be much lower, by a factor of 100 or LOGO

[see Fíg. 4). We will need to optimize carefully the experiment and in particular find the best configuration in terms of
detuning, optical density and detection angle, to maximize the emíssíon ín these sidebands. The challenge is that such
correlatíon measurement is largely compensated by the wealth of correlations that can be probed from it, from cross-
sideband correlations to higher-arder photon correlatíons.

Delíverable: Cede to address the correlations, scientific resulta (report and/or publication)

R/sk: High. This task is strongly linked to the two first tasks 1.1 and 1.2, and thus will strongly depend on what has
been previously observed, in particular in termo of signal-to-noise ratio. However. there is almost no doubt that
correlations exist between the Mollow babies, and se that we will be abre to theoretically investigate them.

I' A. Dot et al., !!!vs. Rev, A85: Q2389 (2012).
]' E.A. Rijas Gonzalez et a/., Pbys. Revi.CB-120, 043601 (2018)
38 J. R. Johansson et a/.,
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Scíentific coordlog:EeLl=Wílliam GueriD lINPHYNI. France)

This workpackage will be carried out by the second Rb experiment in Nice (Rb2, with ;'Rb), wíth the general goal of
demonstrating the potential of subradiance for use as a memory. More specifícally, we intend to improve its lifetime
and the access to its stored excitation at late times, but algo to understand how, in the strong-drivíng regime, it can be
used to hold quantum correlations.

Task 2.1 Subradiance enhancement

The practical use of subradiance for quantum protocols critically dependa upon the robustness of thís effect
and its measurabilíty. Regarding its robustness, preliminary works have shown that it ís robust against multiple
scattering;9 and therma] motion [article ín preparation]. However, subradiance experiments are sti]] very de]icate and
demanding because of the very low relative population of subradiant states, typícally of the arder of 10'3

In this task we want to address this issue. The goal is to find a protocol to enhance the subradiant state
population. Following the suggestion of Ref,[a], a fírst idea that we wi]] imp]ement is to drive the atomic samp]e by a
probe beam with a phase profile such that half of the beam has a n phase shift compared to the other half.
Preliminary simulatíons': have shown an increase of a factor 6-8 of the subradiant population compared to driving
the system with a plane wave.

Beyond this first step we will look for optimized intensíty and/or phase profile of the driving beam to
maximize the coupling to subradiant states. Indeed, superradiant modes are associated to rather uniform phase
profiles whereas subradiant ones correspond to strongly modulated ones42. The efficíency of speckle fields in
populating subradiant modes will first be investigated numerically, before the optimal pump profíle is tested in the
experiment.

Deljvelabls Scientífic results (report a nd/or publlcation)

Rfsk: Moderate. It is likely that the populatíons of subradiant modem can be increased by shapíng the pump profile. It
is however difficult to predict if the enhancement will be strong enough to make subradiance a harvestable resource.

Task 2.2 Quantum subradiance

Over the last years, super and subradiance have been largely investígated in the "single-photon" limit. In that
case the atomic ensemble behaves essentially like a collection of coupled antennas driven by a classical field.

In this task we aim at studying subradiance in the
quantum regime, when quantum correlations between the atoms
rise. Experímentally this regime is explored by increasing the
power of the driving field such as to get a saturation parameter
above unity. In this configuration, many spurious effects have to be
carefully calibrated and accounted for in the analysis, for instance
the radiation pressure force on the atoms and optical pumping
effects

We will characterize subradiance in the strong driving
regime by monitoring both the subradiant-state population and
the subradiant decay rate, as a function of the saturation

parameter. Prelimínary simulations show that there is only a menor
decrease of the subradiance lífetime, down to a constant non-
trivíal vague, a predíction that a mean-fíeld approach fails to
reproduce (see Fíg. 6). Subradiance in this regime may thus be
related to the presence of quantum correlations in the system, an
analysis that we intend to carry thoroughly, both experímentally
and theoretically.

Fig. 6: Subradiant lifetime (in unit of inverse
atomic linewidth) as a function of the Rabi
frequency of the probe beam, as predicted by
the quantum-pair correlation (QPCI and mean-
field (MF} model.

() ) 4 8 1()6

Deliverabls Scientific resulta (report and/or publication)

s9 P. Weiss et a/,, Nelol:J.Phvs. 20. 063024 {2018):
'o M. O. Scully, P!!vs. Rale Leu. 115, 243602 (2915).

4i M. O. Araújo, W. Guerin, R. Kaiser, J.JWod.Opt. 65. 1345 (2018
': F. Cottier et al., Phys. Rev A 98, 013622 (2018).
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R/sk; Low. This task relles on theoretical predictions which are already well advanced. Experimentallb there is no
major technícal obstacle to the íncrease of the probe beam power.

Task 2.3 Recovering excitatíons from the subradiant dynamics
Subradiance appears as a promising candidate for memories, as it can hold excitatíons over hundreds of

atomic lifetimes. Yet it is necessary to design a scheme to remover efficiently this excitatíon, i.e., to "read" ít using an

extra pulse. A beam with a low Rabi frequency cannot address the subradiant state since, in the linear optics regime,
it will only add population to the previously exístíng one. Nevertheless, an íntense beam can in principie allow to
address it, as one enters the regime of nonlínear optícs.

We here propose to modify the Hamiltonian at a chosen time during the decay dynamics, se the long-lived
subradíant population now turno unto a fast-decaying one. This could be achieved usíng a strong speckle field that
ímprints a random energy shíft to the two-levei atoms, turning their light-mediated interaction ineffectíve. The Stark
shift thus allows to introduce diagonal dlsorder in addition to the off-diagonal disorder associated to the random
distante between the atoms. In absence of dipole-dipole coupling, the excited population ís then expected to be
emitted at the single-atam rate, se the stored ínformation could be recovered on a time scale of the atam lífetime.

The shift of the levei energy needs to be realized usíng a different transition, se the radiated líght can be
isolated from that of the speckle field. One can for example use the 776 nm transítion, from 5Ps/z to 5D3/2, to only shift
the excited state.

Let us mentia'n that the contrai of diagonal disorder opens interesting perspectíves in termo of localization
and synchronization: whíle diagonal disorder in this system was proposed as a possible way to achieve Anderson
localization of light ín com atomsu, it algo introduces a decoupling between the atoms that requires collective modem
to synchronize the dipoles. The theoretical study of this problem is the topic of Task 4.2.

Dsliverabls Scíentific results (report and/or publication)

R/sk; Moderate. The implementation of the speckle does not present any major obstacle a priori. Whether the
emission of the recovered excitation could be made directional, ín arder to make íts detection easier. is more
uncertain.

Scientific coordinator Raul C. Teíxeira rUFSCAR. Brazil

The São Carlos strontium experiment aims at investigating the dente regime, when verá strong correlations develop
between the scatterers due to near-field termo. The first task addresses the dilute regime, in whích the experiment ís
currently operatíng, and consísts ín observing ínterference patterns from large clouds of strongly dríven atoms'.
which configures a signature of correlations between photons of the Mollow sidebands. Such patterns originate in
the carrelations between photons of the Mollow sídebands in a setup called mirror-assisted coherent backscattering::
(m-CBS), and can be used to discríminate spatially different spectral components. The next objective is to probe
devíatíons from mean-field optics in the dense regime, in whích recent experimental and theoretical reports are
conflicting's. Strontíum presente the crucial advantage of behaving líke a true two-levei system, se it appears as an
ideal candidate to measure, for example, beyond-mean-field transmissions. Finally, we will investigate the single-
photon superradiance in the dente regime, lookíng for signatures of correlations that may alter the emission rate,
such as Van der Waals dephasinga. Consídering that superradiance could be used to "wríte" information in an
efficient wa» identifying íts efficiency and limitations ín denser systems is an important task.

Task 3.1: Mirror-assisted coherent back scatteríng with the Mollow triplet
This task addresses the observation of interference patterns ín a large cloud based on the Mollow triplet.

Large atomic clouds in front of a mirror are known to present a series of interference fringes due to the reciprocity
between the scattering paths through atoms and their mirror images, and despite the disordered nature of the
cloudu'47. Interestingly, ít was shown theoretically in 2016" that the photon correlations from the different

+l L Celardo et a/. . https://arxiv.org/abs/27QZ:94596
u N. Piovella et al. Phvs. Rev. A 96. 05385Z {201Z
45 S. Jennewein et a/., Phvs. Rev. A 97.053816 (2Q].&
% J.-J. Greffet. Waves RBndgH Media 1. S65 {1991)
47 G. Labeyrie et a/., J. Opt. B 2, 672 (200Q.
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sidebands can actually enhance the fringes, as a suitable distance between the atoms and the mirror allows each
spectral component to gain the approprlate optical path. The experimental observation of the predicted revivals of
the fringes for increasing Rabi frequencies (see Fig. 7) will be a demonstration of correlatíons between the Mollow
sidebands in a large atomíc cloud. The experimental setup ís based on the one already developed for the m-CBS (see
Fig. 3)

Dglivsrabls Scíentific results(report and/or publ ication)

Riso: Low. The effect has been characterized theoretically in
details, as the result of a previous collaboration between
partners of the project, and the São Cardos experimental
group has already achieved a m-CBS experiment in the
saturated optics regime::

Talk 3.2: Beyond mean-field optics: transmíssion in the
dense regime

Dense clouds of com atoms are prone to strong
correlations due to near-fíeld terms in the dipole-dipole
couplíng, whích in turn challenge the valídity of mean-field
optics's'u. For example, it is responsible for ímportant dívergences between the predicted and reported frequency
shifts at high densities'9.s''si. Experimental reports's on scattering from a dense rubídium cloud, which multilevel
structure was brought down to a two-levei one in Ref. [45] using a strong magnetic fie]d, were in disagreement wíth
ab-initio calculatíons based on the coupled dipole model. For rubidium, however, the resultíng excited levei is a
combination of different orbital sublevels, which differs from the 461nm J(=L)=0 -+ J(=L)=1 electronic transition
present in bosonic strontium ín absence of magnetíc fíeld. Considering the fundamental question of our
representation of samples of two-levei systems, especially in the high-density regime, which is for example used in
atomic clocks or for photonic quantum memories, it is urgent to address the validity of the used model.

We here aim at tackling the dense regime using the J(=L)=0 -} J(=Lj=1 levei structure of strontium. The
objectíve is to find agreement between experiment and theory for the coherent transmíssion of the atomic cloud at
high densities, probing modifications of the mean-field Beer law and collective Lamb frequency shift. Determining
precisely frequency shifts ís of importance to evaluate the scattering mean free path of the medium, and most of íts
transport properties; but it also has important consequences for atomíc clockss:, for example. This study of the
steady-state coherent transmíssion in the dente regime will open up the path to the more general study of the
transport propertíes of the cloud, and in particular of the long-standíng question of the 3D Anderson localízatíon of
lights:,s', for which the scattering properties and the role of near-field terms were shown to be criticalss,s6. The dente
regime in the São Carlos experiment will be achíeved by transferríng our com atomíc cloud to an ODT. A
supplementary cooling stage of our strontium MOT allows us to achíeve a cloud of Tl:1.5 HK and /V=5x106, that we wíll
further transfer to a crossed ODT of wavelength 1064 nm, 2.4 W power in each arm and trapping frequencies of
27tx(234, 235, 803jHz. We aim at achieving a 50% transfer efficiency in the number of atoms, keeping the cloud
temperature of 7b1.5 FK, following recent developmentss' for a scheme for narrow-lhe cooling of atoms which is
insensitive to the light shifts induced by the dipole trap light. The densities to be achieved, of about IO:s cm-3= 80À.'',
with À.=461 nm the wavelength of the broad strontium atomic transitíon, sets our cloud deep unto the dense regime.

0 4 6 8

fig. 7: m-CBS experiment: revtval of the fringes contrast
as a function of the Rabi frequency and of the optical
path from the atoms to the mirror. See Ref. [441.

2

DÊliverab e: A dente Sr cloud, with 2.5xlO' atoms and a densíty of IOis cm-3, for further studíes on the dente regime;
a theoretical model for the dente regime, valídated by the experíment with isotropic com atoms; scientific resulta
(report and/or publication)

4* J. Javanainen et a/.. Phvs. Rev. Leu. 112. 113603 f20141.

49 J. Pellegríno et a/., EhyS. Bey: l:eEL 113. !33602 (2014).
50 S. Jennewein et a/., Phvs. Rev. Leu. 116. 233601 í2016)
5í L. Corman et a/.. Phvs. Rev. A 96. 053629 (2017).
52 M. D. Swallows et al., Sçience 331. 1043 (2011).
53 D. S. Wiersma et a/.. Nature 390. 671 (1997).
54 T. Sperling et a/., Nature Photonics 7. 48 (2012).
5s S. E. Skipetrov and ]. M. Soko]ov. E1]vs.Bev,]:elE: 112. Q23905 {2014)
s6 S. E. Skipetrov and J. H. Pane, Npw J. Phvs. 18. 021001 (20161.
s7 M. A Norcia et a/., New J. Phvs. 20, 023021 (2018
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R/sk; Moderate. The transfer to the ODT has already been achieved before ín similar experimenta with similar
densíties, and the continuous cooling of the atomic species has been verífied for similar other situations, as reported
ín [48], and theoretica]]y at hand. The agreement between theory and experiment for the coherent transmíssion can
be precluded by densíty effects created by the radiatíon pressure of the scattered photons and s-wave scattering
effectse

Task 3.3: Superradiance in the dente regime
Com atom clouds possess both short(superradíantl and long(subradiant) time scales(see an example in Fig

8), and the control of these is particularly ímportant in the context of memoríes: superradíant states allows one to
couple a wríte/read fields efficiently. subradíant states ta store thems. In the dílute and weak driving regime, both
phenomena have been extensívely studied experimentally and theoretically'Joss&. The dente regime yields promises
of even more extreme lifetimes as the cooperatíon between the
atoms could become even stronger, especially in the subwavelength
regime where it could couple to a unique light modo. Yet,
detrimental effects such as Van der Waals dephasing due to near-
fíeld fields may actually break the cooperation, as is known from the
superradíant cascade for a fully inverted system23. 'Hís task addresses

the theoretical and experimental characterization of superradiance
from dente clouds with a weak probe, focusing on the role of
polarization and near-field effects. Dífferently from the ful
superradiant cascaden, the weak driving regime addresses only its
last step, once the laser has ímprinted a given phase profile with a
single excitation. Our aím ís to understand the limitations that near-
field terms may impose to the full cooperation reached ín optícal
cavities, where ít scales directly with the particle number.

The theoretical work will first focus on the transition from
the dilute regime, where collective lifetimes are determined by the
number of particles per optícal mode (that ís, the cloud resonant
optical thickness), to the dense case, where near-field terms are
known to break this picture. In a second step, the São Carlos setup
will be adapted to detect the fast responde (ns) of the strontium
cloud ín a swítch-off configuration. The measurement of the superradiant behavior of the fluorescence decay of our
cloud will need a clean and fast switch off of the excítation light, ín a timescale of. or better than, Ins for the
strontíum transition of À.:461 nm. For that, an EOM and a photomultíplíer wíth very low after-rínging will be needed.
The expertise of the group at Nice in measuring the superradiant decay of their rubidium clouds will greatly help the
São Carlos group.

Time (r : )

Fíg. 8: Decay of the excited population in an
optically dense cloud (plain) as compared to
the single atam decay (dashed). The upper
right diagram depicts the cloud emission

pattern, with coherent (blue) and incoherent
[red) scattering.

Deljye!:abas Scientific rpsults (report a nd/or publ icatíon)

R/sk; Hígh. The characterízation of the superradiant emission requíres both a fast detection and a fast switch-off of
the driving field. Moreover, the small deviations need to be probed in a weak signal given after switch off of the probe
light by a cloud of about 106 atoms in the weak excitation regime, with a solid angle of at most 5% of the total 4it sr.
limited by the optical access of our experiment.

This workpackage is dedicated to prospective investigations of quantum collective behaviours (between the atoms),
and their potencial experimental observation (when photons are detected). The flrst objectíve is to determine a
regime where a blockade effect can be achíeved, which representa a strongly entangled state for the atoms, and
leaves a visíble signature in the radiated field, í.e., collective Rabi oscíllations. The second objective is to study the
synchronization of the atomic dipoles in presence of a dephasing mechanism (here orígínating in the diagonal
disorder generated by the external speckle field discussed in talk 2.3). 'his workpackage is complementará to the

s8 SJ. Roof et al.. Phvs. Rev. Leu. i17.D73QQ3 (2Qle
s9 N. Skribanowitz et al,
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theory support that will be brought to the other workpackages (WP 1-3), whích are largely dríven by the experiments
and their constraints. Yet it focuses on more fundamental aspects, and the possibility of observing the associated
phenomena in the experiments involved in the project is leis certain.

Task 4.1 Collective Rabi oscillatíons in dílute atomíc clouds

The Mollow babíes are a signature of quantum pair correlations between the atoms, yet in general it is very
challenging to detect entanglement from a large set of particles. The objective is here to show how collective Rabi
oscíllations se, a hallmark of entanglement between atoms, could be achieved in dilute clouds. These oscillations are
possible thanks to the energy splitting of the different modes due to ínteractions. Considering the simple case of a
pair oftwo-levei atoms': (with states Ig> and je>), Rydberg systems present a shift in energy in the l ee> state, which,
if large enough, can prevent a double excitation (blockade effect). For the dípole-dípole interactíon, there is rather a
symmetric shíft in the superradiant and subradiant states (( l ge>Ê l eg>)/V2, up to phase terms), as compared to the
single atom case; thus, if the detuning to the atomíc transition is properly chosen and the shift large enough, it is in
principie possible to address only the superradiant state, and recover a blockade effect. This requires two verá dose
atoms, for the energy gap to be of several transitíon linewidths at least.

In dilute clouds, the large distance between atoms and the
consequent weak coupling between them are compensated by the
sum over maná of them. As a result, recent measurements of the
shift in energy of the superradiant state ín the Rb2 experiment has
shown shifts of several transitíon linewidths jsee Fig. 91, thus
opening the exciting possibility to ínvestigate blockade effects in
such systems. This talk is dedicated to evaluating through
analytical and numerical methods how this blockade effect can be
achieved. Linear-dispersion theory can, for example, be used to
evaluate the shift in energy of the superradiant state, ín the fashion
of Ref. [':]. The mode]]íng and simu]ations of a ]arge system is much
more challenging, as for Rydberg atoms", and truncated methods
wíll be used to that end. Interestingly, realízing the blockade effect
in dilute clouds of two-levei atoms does not envolve híghly-excited
leveis (which are very sensitive to external parasite fields, for
example), se that such a setup would have many advantages over a
Rydberg atoms one«

4

0

2() 60 8()

Fíg. 9: Energy shift of the superradiant made ín

the Rb2 experiment, as a function of the resonant
optical thickness Idifferent colors correspond to
different detuning values). The continuous lhe
corresponds to a linear-dispersion calculation.

De!!ve!:ab!= Scientífic results(report a nd/or publication)

Rlsk; High. The presence of collective modes has been identified at thís point, yet the possibility to address only a
specific one is not clear, due to the huge number of modes present (they have been well characterízed only in the
linear-optics regimes. All in all, the potentíal of this task is high, but may be directly observable on the Rb2
experiment íf theory predícts a clear effect.

Talk 4.2 -- Classical and quantum synchronization of atomic dipoles in 3D

As mentioned in talk 2.3, diagonal disorder introduces a random shift in the frequency of the oscillating
dipoles. This naturally brings us to the paradigmatic Kuramoto model, in which a spread in the oscillators frequencies
competes with a global coupling between them. The oscillators phases are given by the following dynamical
equations:

1lÍ: ''Í+ + E sim 01.-- q,),

where q corresponds to the dípole amplitude, co/ to the shift in energy ofthe associated atam, and Kto the
coupling constant (provided by the dipole-dipole coupling in our casei. In our 3D problem, the cooperation between

s' Y. O. Dudin, L. LÍ, F. Bariani, and A. Kuzmich, Nalun Physics 8. 790 (2012)
õ: A. Gaita n et a/., Natura Pby$iç$ 5..IJ.S.(2QQ9.

ó2 Y. Zhu et a/., Phvs.Rev. Leu. 64.249q:(199Q).
ó3 J. T. Young et a/., Phvs Rev. A 97.023424 (201 8).
H E.A. Goldschmidt et a/., Pby$: Rçy: Lçt!: i16:.113QQI í2016
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the atoms is typically given by the resonant optical thíckness, that describes the number of atoms per optical mode to
which the system can couple. The questíon we want to address is thus whether cooperativity between the atoms is
able to synchronize the dipoles in presente of a dephasing mechanism(the diagonal dísorder ín the present case).

At first, we intend to address this problem fram a classícal point of view. that ís, when the atomic dípoles
behave like point-like antennas. This draws a direct analogy with the Kuramoto synchronization problem, yet ín a 3D
context where many modes may compete and where dissipation (from spontaneous emission) needs to be
compensated by a permanent pumping. If our theoretical work is successful in demonstrating a synchronization
mechanism, we will try to ídentify a sígnature of the dynamical transition on the radiated líght, in order to provide
observables for an experíment. In general, one experts the cloud to switch from an emission dominated by diffusive
processem to coherent ones throughout the synchronizatian transitían.

A challenging second step is to move to a strong drivíng of the atoms, where they start behaving as quantum
emitters rather than classical antennas. One then enters the realms of quantum synchronization af atomíc
ensemblesu, a process that is íntimately linked to the existence of sub- and superradíant modesta. Previous works
addressed maínly ID configurations (optícal cavitíes), or ordered systemsa. We here aim at showing that collectíve
modes, whose strength scales with the resonant optical thickness ín a 3D disordered system, can allow for quantum
synchronizatlon. The competitíon here takes peace between diagonal disorder, collectíve open channels (from
collectívely-emítted photons) and Hamiltonian couplíng termo (from virtual photons). Finally. note that quantum
synchronizatíon is particularly ínteresting in a gain conflguratíon, where superradiant lasing can then be achieveda
Predictions on quantum synchronization would thus open promising perspectives for the lasing setup operated in the
French group's

DeliverzblB Scientifíc results (report and/or publication)

R/sk; Moderate. Demonstrating classical synchronízation appears verá likely, consideríng the íngredients present in
the system, and since the radiation depends on the synchronization of the atomic dipoles, the synchronization
transition is verá likely to leave a detectable signature in the cloud emíssion. The quantum synchranization is more
challengíng, and the strong dissipative component of the system may prevent a full synchronization.

The management includes administrative and scíentific implementation of the project as well as a good
communication between the different partners. For the French part on one side, and the Brazilían part on the other
lide, the persons already work ín strong collaboration with day-to-day discussions. Concerning the coordination
between the French and Brazilían teams, a special attention will be paíd to implement regular scientific discussions
vía vídeoconference, at least once every 2 months between the experimental partners and once a month between
the experimental and theoretícal partners. Severas travels are also planned, essentíal to ensure a successful
collaboration, either to exchange some know-how on the experíments or to díscuss more deeply the theoretícal and
experimental pragress. A minimum of 2 travels per cear from both lides are planned, with a duration of stay from a
few days to a few weeks for researchers, as it has already been done over the recent years. For students, longer stays
will be organized, for example, for the Brazilian PhD student Pablo Dias who will realize a one-year stay in Nice

Dissemination will be done mainly through two channels; internatíonal conferences and publications.
Beyond this, we wíll algo organize at least two intemational workshops related to the topics developed in this
proposal and two international schools. More informatíons are given at this end of this proposal (section lll).

ós M. Xu ef a].. Phvs. Rev. Leu, 113. 15410].J2a14)
« B. Bellomo et a/.,
ó' B Zhu et al. New J. ofPhn: IZ
s8 J. G. Bohnet et al. Nature 484. 78 (2Q121.

ó9 Q. Baudouin et a/., blêture Phvsics 9. 35'1 (2013)
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Gantt chart {48 months)

1 1 Organisation and implementation of the project

a Scíentific coordinator and íts consortium/ íts team

Scientificcoordinators

CQordinator of the Droiect - French kart: Mathilde Fouché, Institut de Physique de Níce (INPHYNI), CR CNRS
The coordinator of the project for the French part is Mathilde Fouché, a CNRS researcher since September

2006. She obtained her PhD in 2005 at the Institut d'Optique, supervísed by Alain Aspect on elangated Base-Eínstein
condensates. She then did a post-doc at Observatoire de Paris on an optical clock supervised by Pierre Lemonde. She
first started her permanent researcher carrier in Toulouse (LCAR and LNCMI) working on propagation of light in a
magnetic field and more precisely on a "light shining through the wall" experiment looking for hypothetical particles
called axions. She then turned to the se-called BMV (Vacuum Magnetic Birefringence) experiment with Carlo Rizzo
and was in charme of the whole optical setup. She was co-awarded (with Rémy Battesti and Philíppe Nussbaumerl in
2011 by OSEO preze for ínnovation technology.

She finally came back to the com atoms field ín 2015, working ín the group of Robin Kaiser. She is now in
charge of one of the com-atom experíments and mainly focuses on classical or quantum correlations of light scattered
by a com atomíc cloud. She ís algo involved in the se-called HBT project whose goal is to re-implement intensity
correlations jor intensíty interferometry) for stellar physics measurements with modem technologies. She wrote 44
papers (h=18, citations=1615). She wíll dedicate 40 % of her time to the present project.

çgQldiD31gLgflhe proiect -- Brazilian kart: Romain Bachelard, Departamento de Física, Universidade Federal de São

Romain Bachelard is an assístant professor working on light-matter interactions since his PhD, awarded in
2008 at the Aix-Marseille University. He initially investigated free electron lasers and dynamícal aspecto of long-range
interactions, before moving to light scattered by com atoms in 2011, when he settled in São Carlos. Since then. he has
worked on self-organized processes in optical cavities (ID) and light scattering in free space (3D). He is a theorist, with
regular collaborations with experimental com atom groups (in São Cardos and Tübíngen, Germana. in additíon to the
INPHYNlgroupl.

He has been awarded a FAPESP Young Researcher grant j2014-20181, a Royal Society Advanced Fellowship
j2019-2020) and several other grants from Brazilian agenciei (FAPESP Outgoing Research Scholarship (2018-2019), to
realize a sabbatical at the INPHYNI), Universal Call from CNPq (2014-2017 and 2018-2020), Grants for Event
Organization from FAPESP and Brazilian CAPES), and is involved in several international collaborations (with the

Carlos
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  Yearl Year2 Year3 Year4

P 1: Correlated photon source - Mollow tríplet
Task 1.1: Cluantum cooperative effect - Mollow baba  
Task 1.2: Correlatíons inside the Mollow tríplet
Task 1.3: Correlatíons between the Mollow sidebands    

P 2: Quantum memory -- Super and sub-radiante
Task 2.1: Subradiance enhancement

Task 2.2: Quantum subradiance

Task 2.3; Recovering excitations from the subradlant
ynamtcs

 
   
 

P 3: Correlatíons in the dense regime
Task 3.1: m-CBS with the Mollow tríplet
Task 3.2; Beyond mean-field optícs: the dente regime
Talk 3.3: Superradíance in the dense regime

 
 

P 4: Theory - Quest for collective quantum effects
Talk 4.1: Collective Rabi oscillations ín atomíc clouds

Talk 4.2: Synchronization of atomic dípoles ín 3D
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INPHYNI group, but alsõ with Germana, EU, South Africa, UK). He supervised l post-doc and 3 PhD students, wrote 45
papers (h=14, cítations=541) and wíll dedicate 37% of this time to the project.

Table l: Implícation of the scíentific coordinators in on-goíng projects

Consortium

The consortium brings together 2 ínternationally recognized partners with theír own expertise: one
experimental team in France and one experimental and theory team in Brazil. Due to the dose connection between
the theoretícal and experimental goals ín this project, the partners will work in dose collaboration. They will also share
at least one sandwich PHD student between the two experimenta ín France and Brazíl. The two teams are already
strongly collaborating, as illustrated by the 6 joint publicatíons emphasized in red in the text, thanks to several mobility
projecta between the two groups: COFECUB-CAPES(2017-2020), CNRS-FAPESP j2016-2018), CNPq Specíal Visiting
Professor for Robin Kaiser (2014-2017), COFECUB-USP (2011-2014) and FP7-People-IRSES Coscali(2011-2015). The

present joint research grant aims at strengthening even further the collaboration.

french oartner: Institut de Phvsiaue de Nice fINPHYNI). Université Cite d'AzuEIUCAI.ÇNRS

The INPHYNI partner envolves several academíc staff forming part of the "com atoms" team of INPHYNl:
Mathilde Fouché. coordinator; William Guerín, CNRS research fellow; Robin Kaíser. CNRS senior research fellow (head

of the team). This group runs two experiments on Rb laser-cooled atoms and several projects using roam-temperature
or hot atomíc vapors. It gained an international recognition in the physics of light interaction and propagation in
atomic ensembles, and technical expertise in light detection such as íntensity correlatíons. The research of the team is
mainly devoted to collective effects in the interaction of light with atoms and light propagation ín disordered media.

Brazilian nartner: Departamento de física. Universidade Federal de São Carlos fUFSCAR), andJnsüi!!Jtgd&Ejsjc&de
São Cardos, Universidade de São Pausa ]]FSC-USP]

The Brazílian partners are located in two laboratories ín São Carlos: the maín effort will be lead by the UFSCar
members Romain Bachelard and Raul C Teixeira, Assístant Professora, who started a "com atam" group a few years
ago (with three other professors). A com strontium experiment (Sr used in this project) has been built at the IFSC-USP

over the past years, under the supervision of Philippe W. Courteille, and will be transferred to UFSCAR. The IFSC-USP is
running another strontium experiment, with an optical cavity.

The collaborative aspect of this project is essential in several ways:

Exoeriments IFrance andJBEazl11ê!!d theelx IBraz!!L The complementarlty between theory and experimental

goals is verá strong, with several experimenta relying heavily on prior theoretical predictions. Indeed, some predíctions
are already well establíshed but some others are clearly stíll missing to drive the experiments, such as predictions on
photon correlatians in the Mollow sidebands, or the role of correlatíons ín the dense regime. The collaboration
between the theory node and the experimental ones has been workíng successfully for many years, with numerous
publications resulting from it.

-- Exçl]8DgB9Í..know-how: The two experimenta in France and the one in Brazil are not at the game stage of
development. While the two in France are fully operational and already cave results related to this proposal, the one in
Brazil ís still partially under development. It has already produced results in the dilute regimesL7''i and now requires

7' P.H. Moriya et al.,
7i C.J.H. Pagett et al. Rev: Sci. Instr. 87. 053tQS (2916}
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game of the
researcher

Person.

month
Call,funding agency,

grant allocated
Project's title

Name of the scientific
coordinator

Start - End

M. Fouché X Région PACA l Intérférométríe d'lntensité à Calern R. Kaiser 2019-2021
M. Fouché

R. Bachelard
X COFECUB

Classical and quantum correlations in
com atomic cloud

P. Courteille and R. Kaiser 2017-2020

R. Bachelard X CAPE$ DAAD PROBRAL Boundary-conditions-driven
dynamics and radiation of com atoms

P. Courteille and A
Pelster

2018-2021

R. Bachelard X RoyalSociety
Duna mícs of matter waves

undergoing Bloch oscillations in a

ring cavlty

R. Bachelard and G. Robb 2019-2020

R. Bachelard X Co10pt/n'N
Collective Effects and Optomechanics

in Urra -com Matter
T. Ackeman n 2018-2020

R. Bachelard X FAPESP Thematic
Development of(luantum Sensors

based on Urra com Atoms
P. Courteille 2014-2019
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the implementatíon of the dipole trap needed to reach the dense regime. The exchange of know-how will be thus
mainly from France to Brazil, and will ín particular concern the implementation of the setup to measure the
superradíance effect. Such techniques have been developed over the last years and are now well mastered in the
French team, it wíll thus help the Brazilian team to save a precíous time. Furthermore, it is planned to send some
Brazílian students for extended stays (6-12 months, at the PhD or post-doc levei) to the French group, for example with
Brazílian "outgoing scholarships": these students will benefit from the strong expertise from the French group and
bríng this know-how back to theír group, but they will algo represent a valuable manpower for the French group.

-- Canlplealenlal:llU Finally, the scientífic objectíves in this collaboration have very complementary aspecto that
could not be fully addressed by a single experiment, such as the dilute and dente regimes, the narrow (Srl and broad
IRb) transitions, or the effect of light polarization. Yet the techníques do address them present a strong overlap. The
dífferent complementary aspects, without beíng exhaustive, are summarized ín Table 2.

Rbl (France) Rb2 IFrancel

/

SrjBrazill
/
/

Theory IBrazill

/

/
Correlated photon source

Memory

Quantum collective effect

Dilute regime

Dente regime

Insensitíve to polarization

Dynamícal behavior

Intensity correlations

/

«' l$ 1 v'

Table 2: Complementarity between the different partners

r/

/
/

b Implemented and requested resources to reach the objectives

Rggygsted mean to achieve the obiectives

The total cost is 376 ke, with the followíng repartition between the partners

Note that the Brazilian cala does not cover scholarships. These are rather obtained through dedícated
individual proposals, facilítated by the fact that the main project requires them. Finally, as presented in the table of
people involved in the project, the Brazilian group already has severas PhD students and post-docs at the moment.

' Detailed reauested means

PaRner l: INPHYNI (France)
The core of the two experiments at INPHYNI already exists. The requested

researcher and to upgrade the two setups to achieve the objectíves of this project.

Slê!!expsn$eS Manpower is crltical to daily run com atam experíments. One Brazilian PhD student IPablo DIAS) will
spend a year at INPHYNI, in the framework of a sandwich PhD. The team will also consist in two PhD students (funding
not requested here), one in each French experiment, and a post-doctoral fellow. We request the funding for a two-
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  Partner
PHYNI {Franc

Partner
JFSCARtBrazi}

Staffexpenses
Instruments and material costs

147 ke
99 ke 52 ke

Outsourcing / subcontracting 5 ke 5 ke
Generaland Travelcosts
adminístrative Administrative
costs & other management &

operating structure cosas (8%a)
expenses

10 ke
20.9 ke

8 ke
6.5 ke

Sub-total 282 ke 94 ke

Requested 282 ke 94 ke
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year postdoctoral researcher. A special attention will be paid to fiíst work on the lesa risky tasks. He/She wíll work
either on correlations ínsíde the Mollow triplet (WPI, Tasks 1.2 and 1.3) or on quantum subradiance and intensity
correlations(WP2, Tasks 2.2).

The two Rb experimenta in Níce are built and are currently running. We request 8 ke per
cear for consumables to update the experiments on the different tasks (optical and optomechanical components,
a cousto-optics, fibers, electron ics,...)

An intensíty correlation setup is already used on one of the Rb experíment but not specifically dedicated to it lince it
also used for the experíment done in collaboratíon with the astrophysícists to revive íntensity ínterferometry in
astrophysics. Rbl will need this setup (WPI, tasks 1.2 and 1.3) and sharing the same device ís hardly feasible regarding
the long integration time needed to perform the different experíments. We thus request the fundíng of a new
complete devíce: a time to digital converter (40 ke, from the Swabian Instrumento company, TDC already tested in
our group and particularly adapted to avoid spuríous correlations), and two single-photon detectors (12 ke in total)

Finally. fundíng ís requested for two Fabry-Perot cavities (15 ke in total), necessary to filter the different components
of the Mollow triplet (WPI, tasks 1.2 and 1.3).

EUb!!ça!!gnl This includes 5 ke for publicatian charge in open-access journals

!raveLçQSS This project is a collaboration between teams in different countries. Travei is thus essential for a fruitful
collaboration, either to make a strong connection between the theoretical resulta and the experimental feasíbílity, or
to exchange know-how. We presently benefit from a COFECUB-CAPES project, which funds 2 travels per lide and per
year until the end of 2020. More bilateral mobilities will be requested. The travei costa requested for this project,
which include participation to conferences, sum up to 8 ke.

Partner 1: UFSc4R fBraz//J
To simplify the analysis between the two partners, all expenses for the Brazílian partners are presented in euros.
Importantly, the Brazílian call covers only material (equipment, consumables, travei costa), the scholarships being
obtained through other channels(including FAPESP scholarships).

We request the funding dedicated to reach the dente regime IWP3, Talk 3.2) with
improved stability on number of atoms, and the superradiance measurement IWP3, Talk 3.3).

For the stability on the number of atoms, we need to stabilize the frequency of our 497 nm repumper. We need for
that a fibered EOM (4 ke) and a PID contrai (4.5 ke) as well as a quadrant photodetector (lke) for monitoring the
alígnment of our optícal dípole trap.

For scanning the 461 nm excitation laser over a lona range (hundreds of MHz), we need to make a small portion of
light pass through a fibered EOM (4 ke) before the stabilization scheme. Power supplies (2xl.5 ke) are needed to
guarantee the power to generators and amplifjers.

finally, for the superradiance measurement, we need a multíchannel scaler(13 ke) to record the histogram of arrival
tomes of the photons with 400 ps typical temporal resolution and a contrai electronic board (2.5 ke) with input and
output channels with better temporal resolution

We request 5 ke of consumables per cear of project.

PubliçatlgDS This includes 5 ke for publicatíon charme in open-access journals

Travei costa: As already explaíned in the travei costa of the French partner, we request 8 ke for mobility for our
collaboration and particípatíon in conferences.

lll. Impact and benefits ofthe project

Our project belongs to the "Quantum Technologies" pillar of "plan d'Action 2019'. We more specifically
address the topic "fundamental research and development of new concepts to ímplement quantum technologíes"
jsee fifth sector in "Appel à projets générique 2019') and the key words related to our project are "quantum optícs,
quantum source, memory, quantum systems: atoms

This project belongs to fundamental research with the test of new possibilities for quantum memories and
correlated photon sources based on multa-atam com ensembles. In the long term, if successful, our results can
stimulate new devices based on com atoms, or similar quantum emitters. The goal is actually to give some new
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insights on quantum collective effects and theír possible applications in quantum technologies. It is clear that 4 years
are too short to implement, for example, a new kind of functional memory, but our objectíve is rather to pave the
way to new conceptual buíldíng blocks for quantum communicatíon or quantum calculations.

finally, even if this project fully addresses the objectives of the "quantum technologies" pillar, the resulta
can have an impact on a different communities, such as mesoscopíc physícs.

. Dissemination

Dissemination to the scíentific community will be first done through the two standards channels:
international conferences and publications. The results obtained in this project can undoubtedly address the leading
peer-reviewed ínternational journals. Whenever possible, publícations will be algo deposíted on the arXiv and HAL
servers. We wíll fínally pay attentíon to give the opportunity to the PhD students and postdoctoral researchers to
present their work in international conferences.

Our collaboration is already involved in the organization of different international events, such as ÇgSÊay.
IWorkshop on Collectíve Scattering of Llght) organízed in 2916 and 291g by Romain Bachelard and Robin Kaiser in
Brazil. We are already planning the next session in 2020 (co-organizers: R. Bachelard, R. Kaiser and M. Fouchél in
France and the goal is to keep this event every 2 years. In parallel, we wíll also particípate to the PhD student training
through international summer schools. We will mainly focus on a school organized every two years at the ICTP-SAIFR

in São Paulo (see editions of 2QIZ and 21119). The school in 2021 will be organized by Romain Bachelard, Raul peixeira
and Mathílde Fouché and some specific lectures wíll be dedicated to the different topics developed in this proposal.

Finally, communication to a more general audience will be addressed, making the resulta of thís project
accessible to a broad audíence. The websites of the French and Brazilian teams will be either created or updated to
include this project and its goals, the results and a líst of the publications. We will also particípate to different
outreach actíons such as "La fête de la science" in France or the "Semana de Ontíca" ín São Carlos. but algo continue

some specific actions such as the development of small transportable outreach experiments on the topics of "light
scattering". This last point has been already started, in collaboration with some undergrad' students of Uníversité
Cite d'Azur. For example, a small breadboard ís now ready to explaín and illustrate the ÇQI)qr t baçkççatteri g gffgçt
to a large audience.

Balance between the scientific contributions and added vague for France and Brazil

This proposal relies on a strong collaboration between the two groups, and its main collaborative aspecto have
already been detaíled in section ll a. To summarize, the most important aspects are:

-- The guidance of theory is
essential to complete the entire experimental project, ín particular for the French part for which the researchers are
mainly experimentalísts. This collaboration has already published dífferent resulta related to this proposal, with either
purely theoretícal predictions or both experimental and theoretical resulta.

-- CamÊlemenlar!!v; This collaboration will allow addressing complementary issues that could not be fully
addressed by only one experiment (see Table 2 for a summary of the scientific complementarity). In particular, the
Brazilian part will have access to the dense regime, not accessible for the moment on the French experíments, as well
as narrow transition with an atom dose to a pure two-levei system.

-- Exçhange..91.knew=!!gw; As raid before, the different experiments are not at the same stage of development,
se the exchange of know-how will be mainly from France to Brazil. However, almost unilateral exchange of know-how
does not mean no fallout for the French part. Several tripé are scheduled from Brazil to French, and receiving
experienced researchers for a few weeks is a strong benefit for any of the groups. For example, the observation of the
Mollow triplet in July 2018 was tríggered by the visít of Raul C. peixeira from São Carlos.
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